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Abstrat
We present a theoretial study of atom - moleule ollisions in superimposed eletri and magneti
elds and show that dynamis of eletroni spin relaxation in moleules at temperatures below 0.5
K an be manipulated by varying the strength and the relative orientation of the applied elds.
The mehanism of eletri eld ontrol of Zeeman transitions is based on an intriate interplay
between intramoleular spin-rotation ouplings and moleule-eld interations. We suggest that
eletri elds may aet hemial reations through induing nonadiabati spin transitions and
failitate evaporative ooling of moleules in a magneti trap.
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Building a quantum omputer [1℄, establishing the time-reversal symmetry of nature [2℄,
and ahieving external ontrol over hemial reations and moleular dynamis proesses
[3℄ are some of the most important fundamental problems of ontemporary physis and
hemistry. It has been reently realized that eient quantum information proessing [4,
5, 6℄, preision symmetry measurements [2, 7, 8, 9℄ and external eld ontrol of moleular
ollisions [10℄ may all beome possible using moleular ensembles ooled to temperatures
below 1 Kelvin. In partiular, it was suggested that moleules with non-zero eletroni spin
trapped on an optial lattie may at as qubits of a quantum omputer [5, 6℄ or used for
measurements of the eletri dipole moment (EDM) of the eletron [2, 8℄, whih may provide
a test of the time-reversal symmetry. Both the quantum omputation shemes and the
preision measurements rely on a oherent superposition of moleular spin states prepared
or exploited in the presene of magneti and eletri elds. Moleular ollisions destroy
the oherene by induing spin relaxation. Eletromagneti elds modify the struture of
moleules and may thus aet ollisional spin relaxation. In this work, we analyze the eet
of eletri elds on ollisional spin relaxation in old moleules. Our results lead us to
propose several new mehanisms for ontrolling moleular ollisions and, possibly, hemial
reations with superimposed eletri and magneti elds.
Collisions of moleules in external eletri and magneti elds have been studied by
Bohn and oworkers [11, 12℄ and by our group [10, 13, 14℄. These studies demonstrated that
dynamis of moleules at zero absolute temperature may be sensitive to the magnitude of an
applied eld. All of these papers, however, foussed on moleular ollisions at yet unrealisti
temperatures of less than 1 mK and the eets observed may not be present in warmer gases.
Here, we explore the eet of ombined eletri and magneti elds on ollisions of old (∼0.5
K) moleules. These temperatures are relevant for the EDM measurement experiments [8℄
and an be easily ahieved with ryogeni ooling tehniques [15℄. Expanding on the work of
Friedrih and Hershbah [16℄, we examine the interplay of eletri and magneti elds and
the intramoleular spin-rotation interations as they determine spin relaxation in inelasti
ollisions. In partiular, we explore the eet of the relative orientation of magneti and
eletri elds on ollisions and propose that rotating eletri elds may alter the dynamis
of spin transitions. This work is the rst study of ollisions in rossed eletri and magneti
elds. The symmetry of the ollision problem is ompletely destroyed if the magneti and
eletri elds are rotated and we disuss the orresponding ompliations arising in the
2
quantum sattering theory.
We onsider ollisions of CaH and CaD moleules in the eletroni ground state
2Σ with
3
He atoms. Magneti elds split the rotational ground state (N = 0) of a 2Σ moleule
into two Zeeman energy levels, orresponding to the spin-up and spin-down orientations of
the eletroni spin [16, 17℄. We solve the time independent sattering problem in the fully
unoupled representation of the wavefuntion [14℄. The diatomi moleule is desribed by
the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Hˆrv + γSˆ · Nˆ − Eˆ · dˆ+ 2µBBˆ · Sˆ, (1)
where Hˆrv determines the ro-vibrational struture of the eld-free moleule [18℄, γ is the
onstant of the spin-rotation interation between the rotational angular momentum Nˆ and
the spin angular momentum Sˆ [19℄, Eˆ and Bˆ are the eletri and magneti elds, dˆ is the
eletri dipole moment of the moleule and µB is the Bohr magneton. If the quantization
axis is oriented along the magneti eld diretion, the eletri-eld-indued interation is
represented as [20℄
Eˆ · dˆ = Ed
4π
3
∑
q
Y ⋆
1q(r)Y1q(E), (2)
where r and E dene the diretions of the interatomi axis and the eletri eld with respet
to the magneti eld axis. The Hamiltonian (1) depends on the angle between the eletri
and magneti elds through the Y1q(E) spherial harmonis. We use the most aurate
potential for HeCaH interations [21℄ and the dipole moment d = 2.94 D [22℄.
In the absene of the spin-rotation interation and in ollinear elds, the CaH moleule
is haraterized by the projetions of Nˆ and Sˆ  denoted by MN and MS  on the magneti
eld axis. The spin-rotation interation ouples states with dierent MN and MS while the
interation with eletri elds ouples rotational states of opposite parities. We will label
moleular states by the quantum numbers N and MS that desribe the leading ontribution
in the orresponding eigenvetor of the Hamiltonian (1). If the magneti and eletri elds
are parallel, the total angular momentum projetion M = MN +MS +Mℓ, where Mℓ is the
projetion of the rotational angular momentum ℓˆ of the HeCaH omplex, is onserved. The
sattering alulations an be arried out in a yle over M . If the magneti and eletri
elds are not parallel, the interation with eletri elds ouples states with dierentMN and
the total angular momentum projetionM is not onserved. The dimension of the sattering
problem is thus greatly inreased. We inlude in our alulations the moleular states with
3
N ≤ 7 and ℓ ≤ 8. In the absene of external elds, this would orrespond to a series of
15 alulations with less than 128 oupled states. If the magneti and eletri elds are
parallel, the number of oupled equations to solve is 808 for M = 1/2. The same alulation
in non-parallel elds would involve integration of 10368 oupled dierential equations. As
this is beyond our omputational resoures, we had to redue the basis to N ≤ 5 and
ℓ ≤ 6 and integrate 3528 equations to study the eet of rossed elds. In this Letter,
we onsider ollisions of moleules initially in the lowest-energy low-magneti-eld seeking
state |N = 0,MS = 1/2〉. Collisional spin relaxation leads to inelasti |N = 0,MS = 1/2〉 →
|N = 0,MS = −1/2〉 transitions that, as we show, an be ontrolled by both magneti and
eletri elds.
The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the variation of the spin relaxation ross setions with an
eletri eld at a magneti eld strength B = 0.1 T and ollision energy ǫ = 0.5K. We present
alulations for the CaH moleule with the rotational onstant Be = 6.05 K, CaD with
Be = 3.11 K, and a hypotheti moleule with Be = 1 K and γ = 5.9×10
−3
m
−1
. Inreasing
the eletri eld suppresses the spin relaxation. We an explain this eet as follows. Our
previous alulations [13, 14℄ demonstrated that the spin relaxation in rotationally ground-
state
2Σ moleules ours through oupling to rotationally exited moleular levels and is
determined by the spin-rotation interation in the rotationally exited moleular states. The
ouplings between the rotational energy levels are smaller in moleules with larger rotational
onstants. The energy separation between the magneti levels of the ground N = 0 and
rst exited N = 1 states inreases with the eletri eld strength [16℄. Applying an eletri
eld is thus equivalent to inreasing the rotational onstant of the moleule. In addition,
the eletri eld splits the states with dierent values of MN in the rotationally exited
levels, whih dereases the eetive spin-rotation interation. Both of these fators redue
the eetive ouplings between the spin states of the ground rotational state, whih leads
to suppression of the spin relaxation, as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 demonstrates two important observations: (1) Eletri elds have a dramati
eet on ollisional spin relaxation in multiple partial wave sattering, i.e. at old tempera-
tures easily ahievable in ryogeni experiments; (2) the suppression of the spin relaxation
is stronger in moleules with smaller rotational onstants. This result indiates that sym-
patheti or evaporative ooling of heavy moleules in magneti traps may be possible in the
presene of strong eletri elds.
4
Spin-hanging transitions in
2Σ moleule - atom ollisions are nearly forbidden at zero
temperature in weak magneti elds. The presene of eletri elds indues diret ouplings
between the Zeeman states and enhanes the ross setions for the spin relaxation to a great
extent (Fig. 2). Cross setions for inelasti transitions at ultralow energies must be inversely
proportional to the ollision veloity v  the relation known as the Wigner law. Fig. 2 shows
that the magnitude of the eletri eld determines the onset of the ultraold 1/v dependene
of the ross setions. The upturn of the ross setion omputed at zero eletri eld ours
at 10−10 m−1 and is outside the sale of the graph.
The Zeeman levels orresponding to dierent rotational states ross at high magneti
elds. For CaD, these rossings our at magneti elds of about 4.5 T. In the presene
of eletri elds these rossings transform into avoided rossings and moleular properties
suh as orientation and alignment are sensitive to the magnitudes of the elds near the
avoided rossings [16, 23℄. The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows the ross setions for the spin
relaxation as funtions of the magneti eld at dierent eletri elds near the rossings.
At zero eletri eld, the ross setion is insensitive to the rossings and varies slowly with
the magneti eld. In the presene of an eletri eld, however, the ross setions show
sharp peaks orresponding to the positions of the avoided rossings that mix the spin-up
and spin-down Zeeman states. The eletri eld dependene of the ross setions at xed
magneti elds (lower panel of Fig. 3) shows similar resonanes.
Rotating the eletri eld breaks the axial symmetry of the problem and indues ouplings
between states with dierent total angular momentum projetions. While the perturbations
due to rotating eletri elds are small, they may alter the ollision dynamis near avoided
rossings. Figure 4 presents the ross setion for the spin relaxation at eletri and magneti
elds near an avoided rossing as a funtion of the angle between the elds. The Hamil-
tonian matrix hanges and the spin relaxation ross setions vary signiantly. Fig. 4 thus
demonstrates that inelasti moleular ollisions an be manipulated not only by varying the
strength of applied eletri and magneti elds, but also by hanging the relative orientation
of the superimposed elds.
In summary, we have shown that inelasti spin relaxation in ollisions involving
2Σ
moleules an be enhaned or suppressed by suitably hosen ombinations of superimposed
eletri and magneti elds. The mehanisms of eletri eld ontrol of moleular spin dy-
namis are based on an intriate interplay of intramoleular spin-rotation ouplings and
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moleule - eld interations. We have demonstrated that inelasti ollisions of
2Σ moleules
with atoms an be ontrolled not only in the limit of ultraold single partial wave sattering,
but also at warmer temperatures ahievable in ryogeni ooling experiments. Eletri elds
an modify the range of ultraold Wigner sattering by induing ouplings between states
otherwise unoupled. We have shown that ross setions for inelasti Zeeman transitions
an be manipulated by varying not only the strength, but also the relative orientation of
the eletri and magneti elds.
Our results bear signiant impliations for researh in, at least, three dierent areas
of physis and hemistry. Fig. 1 indiates that applying strong eletri elds in the EDM
measurement experiments will make heavy
2Σ moleules more stable against ollisional spin
deoherene. Using eletri elds to indue spin ipping may also nd appliations in quan-
tum omputation shemes, where ommuniations between quantum bits are enabled by
spin-dependent interations. Cooling diatomi moleules to ultraold temperatures in a
magneti trap is believed to be very hallenging due to rapid spin relaxation in moleule -
moleule ollisions. If weak magneti dipole interation is ignored, the mehanism of the
spin relaxation in ollisions of rotationally ground-state
2Σ moleules is the same as in atom
- moleule ollisions. This follows from the equations in Se. IIC of Ref. [14℄. If either
the spin-rotation interation in Eq. (20) or the ouplings between the dierent rotational
states in Eqs. (25) and (26) are omitted, the dierent spin states of the N = 0 level are
ompletely unoupled and the spin relaxation in rotationally ground-state moleules annot
our. The dierent rotational states are oupled in Eq. (24) by the anisotropy of the
moleule - moleule interation potential. The interation potential operator is independent
of the eletri eld. Eletri elds mix the dierent rotational states, whih may result in
a hange of the oupling matrix elements between the eld-dressed rotational states. This
hange of the already large atom - moleule and moleule - moleule interation anisotropy
should, however, not be signiant. Our results thus indiate that eletri elds may be
used to failitate not only the sympatheti ooling of moleules in atomi buer gases, but
also the evaporative ooling of dilute moleular ensembles in magneti traps by inhibiting
ollisional spin relaxation.
Finally, our alulations suggest that spin-forbidden hemial reations may be amenable
to eletri eld ontrol at low temperatures. Consider, for example, a hemial reation
between an atom in the
2S eletroni state and a 2Σ moleule. If the atom and moleule are
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both onned in a magneti trap, they are initially in the state with the total spin S = 1. The
interations between
2S atoms and 2Σ moleules in the maximally strethed spin state are
typially haraterized by large reation barriers. The interations in the singlet spin state
are often strongly attrative, leading to short-range minima and insertion reations [24℄. As
demonstrated here, eletri elds an indue or suppress the spin reorientation in moleules,
whih may indue or suppress the singlet-triplet non-adiabati transitions in pre-reative
omplexes and result in enhanement of hemial reativity at low temperatures.
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FIG. 1: Eletri eld dependene of spin relaxation ross setions in moleule - He atom ollisions
at a magneti eld of 0.1 T. The magneti and eletri elds are parallel. Upper panel: triangles
 the rotational onstant of the moleule Be = 6.05 K (CaH); diamonds  Be = 3.11 K (CaD);
squares - a hypothetial moleule with Be = 1 K; the ollision energy is 0.5 K. Lower panel: CaD
He sattering at ultraold ollision energies of 10
−3
K (triangles), 10
−5
K (diamonds) and 10
−7
K
(irles).
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FIG. 2: Collision energy dependene of spin relaxation ross setions in CaDHe ollisions at a
magneti eld of 0.1 T and zero eletri eld (triangles), E = 20 kV/m (irles), and E = 40
kV/m (diamonds). The magneti and eletri elds are parallel.
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FIG. 3: Upper panel: Magneti eld dependene of spin relaxation ross setions in CaDHe
ollisions at xed eletri elds of 0 (full line), 20 (irles), and 40 kV/m (diamonds) near an
avoided rossing of the N = 0 and N = 1 spin sublevels. Lower panel: Eletri eld dependene
of spin relaxation ross setions at magneti elds of 4.6 T (diamonds), 4.7 T (irles), and 5.6 T
(full line). The magneti and eletri elds are parallel.
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FIG. 4: Spin relaxation ross setions in CaDHe ollisions at B = 4.676 T and E = 20 kV/m
versus the angle between the eletri and magneti elds. The ollision energy is 0.5 K.
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